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sub
tangent space for submanifold

local parameterisation

sub

Idea:

parameterised curve

Proposition:
sub differentiable with

Proof:
sub

for parameterisationlocal

with

differentiable withTake:

Define:

sub
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sub

for
smooth submanifold

for
smooth manifold

tangent vector

curve curve

tangent vector?

tangent vector?

Definition: differentiable with

for a chart

equivalent class: represents tangent vector

(set of all equivalence classes)

tangent space of the manifold

Result: For a submanifold sub

bijection

is a vector space with the operations:

with
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smooth manifold     of dimension    ,

well-defined and with dimension

chart

defined by:

linear + bijective

Definition: coordinate basis (standard basis with respect to      )

For        and       , we define:

where is the standard basis of

Remember: For submanifolds:
sub

is essentially

Soon: smooth differential
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Definition: tangent bundle
disjoint

smooth manifold of dimension dim( )

smooth

Definition: differential of   at point

differential:



Example for submanifolds smooth submanifolds

smooth

sub

bijection

bijection

Example: (smooth map)

bijection

tangent vector

directional derivative of   along      at
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Differential in local charts?

smooth

Remember: 

Choose:

ordinary chain rule

bijection

bijection

Remember:
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Recall: coordinate basis              of

defined by:

linear + bijective

Directional derivative: smooth

smooth

bijection

chain rule

Example:

smooth

map

differential of 

last video
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Introduction to Ricci calculus / tensor calculus

calculating in coordinates

positions of indices matter
(superscripts, subscripts)

our language Ricci calculus

components of a given chart coordinates

or simply:

coordinate basis of

tangent vector

(Einstein summation convention)

contravariant vector
inner product on

tensor
Later:

dual to a contravariant vector:

one-form (  linear map)

Kronecker delta
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Recall: n-dimensional vector space

Define:

linear

linear map!

differential form: map     defined on      such that
(one-form)

Some multilinear algebra: Alt
-times

multilinear (  -linear)

alternating

if

linearly dependent
Example: Alt

det Alt

Alt is called an alternating   -form on

Remember: Alt (dual space of   )

Alt
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Wedge product: multiplication defined for Alt Alt

Alt Alt Alt

linear

not a possible definition!
    

Definition: For Alt Alt we define                      by:Alt
(not alternating)

sgn( )

Examples: (a) Alt

(b) Alt
identified with

identified with



Properties: (a) (anticommutative)

(b)

(bilinear)

(c) (associative)

(d) For a linear map and Alt define:

pullback

("natural")
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smooth manifold of dimension -dimensional
vector space

Definition: Alt

Alt

is called a -form on

We also define: as

as

smooth

Basis elements:

basis of with

basis of Alt

defined by:

Proposition: A basis of               is given by:Alt



Example: dim( ) Alt

Conclusion: Each -form on      can locally be written as:

component functions

Definition: If all component functions are differentiable at

then is differentiable at 

If is differentiable at all

then is called a differential form on


